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~ll~t~s white noise, dzO q ao, q, o”, To are constants, an 
derivative. .x(t) is a real function of time t. Eq. ( 1.1) contains whit 
excitation force and in a part of the dampin e. The solution 
found and discussed in the subsequent parts e paper. 
The study is motivated by the problem of determining the so-called slow-dri 
motions of floating, moored offshore structures of large volume. The equation govern- 
ing such motions contains a time-dependent damping force, at it is our purpose to 
analyze the effect of this dam he model is simplified su ciently to obtain 
venient formulae for the motions, without removing the essence of the problem. 
me of the probabilistic properties of the motion may then be obtained by formulae 
in explicit form, bein easy to interpret. 
ored offshore structures are determi 
sci~lations with t 
c is the spring constant. The equation of motion for .x(t) then becomes 
erc, Ill 1 1 
structure. 
the H n1ass 
enotcs time average, we 0 
0 answer the last ~~i~stio 
heuristically, rewrite (1.1) as a first-m 
en (1.1) gets the form 
where 
his is a ~~st-o~d~r (vector) stochastic di 
uation is that Y(r) solves 
r~wnia~ motion, see e.g. 
is given by 
oise process is the map 
rom 9 we can construct rownian motio as the continu us modification of 
the process B, given by 
f b-g:== (c%X[o,r](*)) for t 2 0, (2.3) 
where xco. &) = 1 if s E [O, t] and ~lO,ll(s) = 0 if s#[O, E]. From this it follows that the 
relation between white noise rownian motion B,(w) is 
where the integral on the right is 
C&Y) = 3-r. - 1 4((k - I)!)_ ‘i2 .e ---hk_ &/Liu); k = 1,2, . . . , (2.5) 
where kk i. 1 senates the e set {Q jk 2 I constitutes 
cart 
$Gfl,f3, . . . ,t,)d 
i, ** _ 
n 
-cr 
where the integral on the right consists of II iterate t6 integrals. 
isometry n times we see that 
(2.14) 
given by 
F =CJJ,H,E(.Y)* onf= C,aaHz~(5@) is 
(F, f) = c a!a,b,. 
a 
We have the inclusions (,y) c L2(p) c (9)*. We note that the smoothed white noise 
4 E Y, because if 4 = Cjcjcj we have 
j cT(2j)& < CC for all k, which holds bet 
dur (pointwise) white m-he 
sing (2.14) one can 
ngu~ar/poi~ t wise 
o a canonical vector space structure, the spaces (9) 
1) however, thut 
(ii) The Wick ex 
exp” Wd = exp(W,, - f II 4 l12?, 
so exp" @ is positive. oreover, we have 
E[expO WJ = 
e have already justified why the W 
ental relation between 
s Y,(w) d&(o) = 
f (at least) one of the factors X, Y is deterministic, t 
0 types of products, t 
Finally, we recall the definition of a 
in our model. See impel (1995) an 
information. 
(2.23) 
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ace with inner pro 
if f,,dBQ’“, y = (* 
cs 
g,d 
m=O R” 
(g zz n <gA, with projective limit topology. 
i c-- R
(b) ‘4 is defined to be t ence, 
‘q* z u +&, with inductive limit topology. it- 
. Note that an element Y ted as a formal sum: 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
2.23), ~2.2~), US 
nc can show that 
ion into a stochastic Volterra equation. The 
s equation. For rigorous justification of t 
calculus rules applied here we refer to olden et al. (1996). 
First we Wick multiply bot sides by the ‘integrating factor’ 
This gives 
rom this w uce that 
I@ (s) 0 s - 
(t, a) = i(O)0 exp”( - 
-I- --* . 
ram this we ce that 
where 
A(& co) = x(0) + 
(3. IO) 
(3.11) 
and 
s t K(t, s, w) = - Ot exp’(J(s) -- J(r)) dr. (3.12) s 
terministic case there is a well-known solution od for Vo~terra 
turns out that in some stochastic cases one can pr in a similar way, 
except that the Wick product inary product and cme must work 
r convergence. Such a c 
ours, and it does not apply to our case. 
(t, s, (u) we can, by modifyi 
~~~stru~t a (unique) solution. 
. . . . . . 
J / 
(3. 
(3. 
(3.3 
From (3.22) we deduce t 
H(t, s, (0) := fJ K,(t, s, 0) (3.23) 
n=l 
converges in L’(p), uniformly for 0 < s, l < T. 
Therefore, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.7 in Bksendal and 
Zhang (1993) we get 
The unique solution x(t) E (Y)* of the stochastic Volterm e~~~~~~ti~~~l 
s r x(t) ‘I A(t,w) + K(t,s,w)Q x(s)ds 0 
(3.25) 
CVlWPC is given by (3.23). 
c know that !@* is closed und 
may be regarded as the best Gaussinrz npproxinuhm to x(t) in $j,. 
f*(t) and by th e It 6 isometry its variance is given by 
as mean value 
0 fin 1 (t) we use e argument from the proof of 
99 5): e consider t orthogonal expansio 
whkh is a second-or er dif’ferential equation in (1,#., with constant toe 
y solved, since q&(f) =_j;,(t) is already known. 
e Gaussian ran om variable z1 (t, w) is given by 
and hence the variance of zi(t) is 
zzz II f Oc,(t)ej( ?? ) 2 = i? ME,UN2. j=l L"(R) j z 1 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
We have proved 
he best Gaussian approximation ita 9, of the .~~~~l~ti~)~ s(t, - ) of(3. 
mealz value fb(t) = &(t) given by (4.8)-(4.9) ad vhrinnce given hy (4.12), wkre the &‘s 
satisfjr (4* 10). 
imilarly one may use (4.7) to find hi 
he functions &,q&, may be obtained on explicit 
(deterministic) rential equation 
. Conskkr the second-or 
we may write ( 
1 
c -_P 0) $2 e’ 
in 
e, 
We now apply this to Eqs. (4.8) and (4.10) for &(t) an $El(t), respectively. 
have that f(t) = 0. (4.19) then gives that 
$b[(t) = 0. 
Next, in (4.10) we have 
Eq. (4.19) then gives 
(4.20) 
e variance of .X(t) 
equation of motions governing slow-drift motions of offshore structures. For t 
purpose, a second-order stochastic differential equation (1. I) is developed, containing 
white noise both in the excitation force and in a part of the damping force. Solution of 
the differential equation is found by means of stochastic Volterra equations. 
The stochastic properties of the motion is considered. The mean va 
variance of the motion are obtained on explicit form. We find that the mean value 
approaches zero for large value of time. The variance is found to be proportional to 
the amplitude of the excitation force divided by the mean value of the damping. The 
time-dependent part of the damping is found to have no effect on the mean value and 
the variance of the motion for large value of the time. This is in agreement with 
numerical simulations [Crue (1988), hao and Faltinse t is believed that 
a time-dependent damping is of imp tance to higl~cr-or stic pro~~ert~es of 
the motion than the mean value and the variance. 
he present analysis may serve as basis for obtaining higher-or er approximands of 
stochastic properties of the motion. On the other hand, s e important open 
s remain: (i) Is the solution s(t) of(3.24) (given by (3.25)) a classical stochastic 
ncction between the properties of x(t) an 
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